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Editorial  –   Things  have,  more  or  less,  returned  to
normal at the tail end of what has been a rather slow and
unsuccessful year. Hopefully, this means the press will be
functioning normally (whatever that means!) in 2018.

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog is at :
http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps

71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for £1.20
in the UK and £2.50/US$5/€5 overseas.

Available as a PDF for free from the blog.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

The website with access to the wiki and copies of
Awen Online is located at :

http://atlanteanpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/

Tigershark ezine #15

Out now: ‘Different Lives’.

To  download  the  new  issue  or  all
previous issues for free, visit the website
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.
com/home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/

………………………………………………………….

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Arthur C. Ford, P.O. Box 4725,
Pittsburgh, PA.15206, USA.

Poetry  (<40 lines) and prose (<300
words)  sought  for  future  issues.
Submit  five  pieces  (any  sort  or
theme) in the body of the email and
include your postal address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via

PayPal to
givemequality@yahoo.com

.……………………………………..

Keep up-to-date with all our
news and calls for submissions

on the blog and wiki!

Available Now!

A Terrible Thing 

A 312pp paperback of Carcosa Mythos
fiction.

Available  to  order  from  Amazon.co.uk
and  Amazon.com or  direct  from  DJ
Tyrer at Atlantean Publishing in the UK
for £12.95 (including P&P).

Authors  include  Cardinal  Cox,  DS
Davidson, Steve Sneyd, & Neal Wilgus.

A Tapestry of Stars
By Aeronwy Dafies

Quest
By Aeronwy Dafies

Two  new  booklets  collecting  all  of
Aeronwy  Dafies’  poetry  published  by
Atlantean Publishing up until the end of
2010  (plus  one  new,  previously-
unpublished title poem each). £3 (UK)/
£6 (overseas) – part of the 3-for-2 offer.

Monomyth 17.1 and 17.2

Full of fiction and poetry.
£3 each (UK)/£6 (overseas) – part of the

3-for-2 booklet offer.

A complete list of all available
publictions can be found at 

http://atlanteanpublishing.wikia.com/
wiki/Currently_available

Sixth Ruth Rendell Story
Competition

The sixth biennial Ruth Rendell Short
Story  Competition,  hosted  by  the
award-winning charity InterAct Stroke
Support, is currently open to entries.

The  short  story  competition
was  first  launched  in  2008  and  the
challenge remains the same:  writers
are requested to write a piece, in any
genre, in no more than 1000 words.  

The winner of the competition
will  write  four  further  stories  for
InterAct  Stroke  Support  over  the
course  of  one  year  and  will  receive
£1000.
The  closing  date  for  submissions  is
Friday  22nd  December  2017.  This
year the competition will be judged by
esteemed  novelist  Margaret  Drabble
who  will  present  the  award  at  the
winner’s ceremony.

InterAct Stroke Support is the
only  UK  charity  dedicated  to
supporting  stroke  recovery  by  using
professional actors to deliver hospital
readings  and  community  projects.
InterAct  specialises  in  delivering
stimulating and inspiring short stories
specially selected to suit the needs of
stroke  patients.  The  readings  are
designed  to  assist  recovery  by
improving mood, stimulating the brain
and  providing  a  much-needed
creative outlet.

Stories  of  any  genre can be
submitted  by  email  or  post  and  the
submission fee is £15.00 per story.

For entry details, see next page.

http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/
http://atlanteanpublishing.wikia.com/wiki/Currently_available
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Retro-Review      by David Edwards  

Kolchak:
The Night Stalker

Kolchak:  The  Night  Stalker,  a
supernatural-themed,  one  season  (CBS,
1974-75)  ratings  disappointment  that
achieved  cult  status  later  that  decade
with  late-night  reruns  on  the  same
network--  according  to  The  Sci-Fi
Channel Encyclopedia of  TV Science
Fiction it  did  not  premiere  in  the  UK
until  the  mid  80's  –  has  recently  been
airing on the classic TV network MeTV,
as  well  as  being  easily  accessible  on
Youtube.  As  an  acknowledged
inspiration  for  the  massively  popular
1990's hit  The X-Files, and on its own
merits, it is well worth checking out.

Inspired  by  two  popular  TV
movies – The Night Stalker (1972), the
highest-rated American TV movie up to
that  time,  and  The  Night  Strangler
(1973), both of which were adapted for
the small  screen by Richard Matheson,
of  I  Am  Legend and  Twilight  Zone
fame,  from  the  then-unpublished  Jeff
Rice novel  The Kolchak Papers – the
series  stars  veteran  actor  Darrin
McGavin (who also served as Executive
Producer)  as  disheveled,  curmudgeonly
International News Service reporter Karl
Kolchak,  battling  monsters  and
authorities across the urban landscape of
1970's  Chicago.  Motoring  around  The
Windy City in his yellow Ford Mustang
convertible,  which  he  invariably  parks
awkwardly  and/or  illegally  at  crime
scenes,  Kolchak  wears  an  unvarying
(undercover  disguises  not  with-
standing)  uniform  of  straw  hat  and
seersucker suit, with a camera and mini-
tape recorder dangling from a shoulder
strap. Fueled by gut instinct, he sees the
paranormal behind the mundane crimes
of  Chicago,  much  to  the  chagrin  and
frustration  of  the  police  and  his
perpetually  ulcer-ridden  editor  Tony
Vincenzo  (  played  by  Simon  Oakland,
the series only other regular).

Kolchak  is  never  seen  outside  of
his  occupation  of  reporter:  asking
embarrassing and annoying questions at
press conferences; pumping sources and
witnesses  for  information;  conning,
bluffing,  and  bribing  his  way  through
investigations. He has no family – other
than his INS cohorts Vincenzo, reporter
Ron  Updyke  (Jack  Grinnage),  whom
Kolchak  ribs  as  "Uptight",  and  advise
columnist  Edith  Cowles  (Ruth
McDevitt)--  friends,  or  neighbours.  As
far  as  viewers  know  he  has  no  home
other than his newsroom desk.

Each of the series twenty episodes,
which  are  always  bookended  by

Kolchak's  retrospective  narration  into  his
ever-present  tape  recorder,  contains  a
mixture, to varying degrees of success, of all
the following elements: a deadly, mysterious
menace  (e.g.  vampire,  werewolf,  invisible
alien,  evil  spirit)  to  which  Kolchak  seems
uniquely aware; conflict with authority (e.g.
police,  politicians,  editor  Vincenzo);
understated  violence  (freeze  frames  and
cutaway  shots)  and  witty  repartee  (usually
with the aforementioned authority figures –
played by such talented guest stars as James
Gregory,  William  Daniels,  Henry  Jones,
Keenan Wynn, Larry Linville, John Dehner,
et. al.) Kolchak is always victorious over the
menace, or at least  able to achieve a draw,
because of the latter's obscure Achille's Heel
– silver bullets, mirrors, flashing lights, gum
tree branches... and who would have known
that  sewing  thread,  salt,  and  some  well-
placed  candles  could  stop  a  zombie  in  its
tracks other than our intrepid INS reporter?

Kolchak  learns  about  this  Achille's
Heel through dogged investigation, trial and
error, or pure dumb luck. And although he is
always  still  breathing  at  the  end  of  these
supernatural encounters Kolchak is unable to
publish  his  account  of  the  proceedings
because the powers that be prevent it out of
sheer disbelief,  embarrassment at their own
ineffectiveness,  or  an abundance of  caution
against  public  panic  if  the  "truth"  were
known.

Every  aficionado  has  a  list  of  top
episodes.  My  personal  favourites  are  The
Zombie (voodoo  revenge  unleashed  on
organized  crime);  They  Have  Been,  They
Are,  They  Will  Be... (an  extraterrestrial
traveler stopping by Chicago for repairs and
a  bite  to  eat!);  The  Vampire (female
bloodsucker stalking Los Angeles – one of
only two Kolchak road trips); and  Chopper
(a  motorized  modern-day  headless
horseman).

There  are  some  admittedly  weaker
entries.  The  Devil's  Platform (infernal
politician  on  the  rise)  must  join  Kolchak's
final two – the series was clearly running out
of  momentum  –  assignments  The  Youth
Killer  (Greek  worship  gone  bad)  and  The
Sentry (reptilian  destruction)  on  that  list.
Although,  as  the  series  finale,  the  latter  (a
variation  of  the  classic  Star  Trek episode
The  Devil  in  the  Dark)  had  the  intriguing
possibility – unfortunately unexplored by the
writers – of leaving Kolchak's ultimate fate
in abeyance. It would have been a delicious
conclusion to this cult classic if our hero had
been left in a darkened subterranean tunnel,
breathlessly  narrating  into  his  trusty  tape
recorder  as  that  week's  monster  maybe,  or
maybe not, closed in.

As a pre-teen watching  Kolchak: The
Night Stalker alone on Friday night reruns
after  the  late  local  news  I  found  it  scary,
especially with the television as only source
of illumination in my family's  living room.
Watching it as an adult I realize I then missed

most of the humor and witty banter that
make  it,  along  with  the  still  effective
chills, a classic of TV science fiction.

It  should be noted for  clarification
purposes that a ‘reboot’ of the series did
air for ten poorly-rated episodes on ABC
in the fall of 2005. This writer has never
seen,  nor  has  any  desire  to  see,  any  of
those episodes. I prefer to remember the
‘Carl  Kolchak’ of my youth,  no updates
needed.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Story Competition Details

Details for email entry can be found
on the InterAct Stroke Support

website:
www.interactstrokesupport.org/news

Postal entries must be typed, single-
sided,  with  pages  numbered  and
unstapled,  with  payment  (£15)  by
cheque made out  to 'InterAct  Stroke
Support'.  Stapled  entries  will  not  be
accepted.  Please include a covering
letter  detailing  the  entrant’s  name,
contact details, how you heard about
the  Ruth  Rendell  Short  Story
Competition and the word count of the
story. The entrants name and contact
details must not appear anywhere on
the manuscript of the submitted story. 

Send postal entries to:

Short Story Competition
InterAct Stroke Support
Victoria Charity Centre

11 Belgrave Road
London

SW1V 1RB

Please enclose a stamped addressed
postcard  marked  'Acknowledgement'
if  you  require  acknowledgement  of
receipt of your postal entry.

Please  note: Stories  must  be
suitable  to  be  read  in  the  sensitive
environment of a hospital setting.

Stories must be entirely the work
of  the  entrant  and must  never have
been  published,  self-published,
published  on  any  website  or  public
online forum or broadcast.

The  competition  is  open  to
anyone, including non-UK applicants,
over 16 years.

While  the  copyright  of  any  story
submitted to the Ruth Rendell  Short
Story Competition will remain with the
author, stories are submitted with the
understanding  that  InterAct  has  the
right  to  copy,  distribute  and  publish
the story to support the charity’s work.

The closing date for all entries is 5pm,
Friday 22nd December 2017.

http://www.interactstrokesupport.org/news


Letters to the Editor

Dear DJ,
I tried to join the 21st century by

sending  my  poems  off  to  a  mag  by
email:  what  a  disaster!  The  predictive
software  so  twisted  my  words,  it  was
like  an  intellectually-challenged
chimpanzee  had  been  let  lose  on  the
keyboard.  So,  I  tried  a  bit  of
Shakespeare on it and the poem If Only
William  Shakespeare  Had  Predictive
Software was the result; only two of the
changes were by me, the tablet did the
rest all on its own.

All the best,
Phil Knight

The Editor Replies – Libre Office was
certain  this  section  is  ‘Letters  to  the
Editorial’… Anyway, here’s the poem…
(and it  tried to change the first  line to
questions, plural!)

If Only William Shakespeare
Had Predictive Software

By Phil Knight (and his tablet)

TV or to be, that is the question
Whatever is nobody in the mud to surf
The songs and barrows of outside furniture
Or to take aim against a sea of Tribbles
And by opening end them to die to sheep
No more, and by a sheep we say we end
The heartland and the thousand national socks
That fish is air to. Its a Cumberbatch
Deadly to be wished. To die a sheep
To sheep to purchase dreams ah there’s the tub;
For in that sheep of death what dreams may come
When we have stuff of material soil
Must gives us paws, there’s the results
That makes Vanity so long list
For who would benefit the ships and Scott of time
The opportunity wrong, the ground man’s contact
The fangs of despaired love, the laws delete
The information of office and the spurs
That Paris must of the unworthy takes
With a bare body? Who would these intervals bear
To grunt and sweat under a waterproof life
But that dread of something after death
That understanding correctly, from whose 

Bournemouth
No traveller returns….

Dear DJ,
Only just  received  Monomyth

17.1 and not had time to read any of the
stories except The High Priest of Turmiz
by Lee Clarke Zumpe. I thought it was
great!  The  irony!  And,  I  feel,  the
essential  truthfulness!  I  also  loved  the
poem Pest Control by Neal Wilgus.

All the best,
Pamela Harvey

Dear DJ,
Many  thanks  for  The

Supplement  81.  I  know  I’ve  said  it
before, but I’m going to say it again – I
really like it, it’s a great mag!

Yours,
Chris Catt James

Dear DJ,
I absolutely loved Awen 93! There

was  such  fab  talent:  I  loved  For  Sale  by
Gordon Scapens, it just jumped out at me, as
did Fade to Grey by Kurt Avon Ray Green. I
can hardly wait to get my next copy, now!

All the best,
Donna McCabe

Dear DJ,
I  ordered  555 Vol.  2:  This  Head,

These  Limbs and  am  enjoying  it.  I  have
done a little along these lines, but only a little
has  seen  print  so  far.  Really  liked  your
section. Yours is the only name I recognise in
the book…

Thanks for The Supplement. I was
surprised  to  see  the  review  of  Georgia
O’Keefe at  the Tate Modern. She lived not
far  from here – a  couple of  hours  drive at
most. I visited the area several times. Never
met O’Keefe, but a woman who lives here in
Corrales, Carol Merrill, worked for her back
in  the  1970s.  Carol  is  a  poet  and  an  old
friend…

Peace,
Neal Wilgus

Note  –  This  Head,  These  Limbs can  be
ordered from Amazon.

Dear DJ,
Thanks  for  the  latest  Supplement,

which  looks  to  be  sponsored  by  Tate
Modern. Overkill of the art reviews. Mostly
good ones, but Canaletto was disappointing.
There has to be some shady goings-on in the
life of a character who supposedly makes a
living  selling  paintings  overseas  VERY
SLOWLY. Nor did it  give  enough clues  to
the appearance of the work. We’ve probably
all  seen  his  theatrically-dressed  portraits
against a stylistic backdrop fitting in with his
stage scenery roots, but it’s hard to imagine
the pure landscapes that he produced.

All the best,
Andy Robson

Dear DJ
Thank you for the latest copy Awen.

I like the poem, Back to the Old Days. This
technology is wonderful when it's working,
but you need a Plan B for the other times!

Best wishes,
Diane Duff

Dear DJ,
Thanks  for  publishing  my  Just

Thinking  (Wakes) in  your  recent  issue  of
Awen.  This  and  other  epiphanies  that  the
muse  sends  will  be  grouped  together  and
distinguished by date they were conceived.

Also in the same issue, I enjoyed the
creations  of  Ellena  Van  Tebberen,  Bibhu
Padhi,  M.  Christopher  Seeger,  Zekria
Ibrahimi,  Zak  Patrick,  David  Edwards  and
the unpredictable Neal Wilgus.

The symbolic opening of Yellow
Death by  DS  Davidson  prepares  the
reader for what's to come!

Yours in Words,
Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

Dear DJ,
This  is  just  a  brief  note

acknowledging  receipt  of  my
contributor's  copy  of  Awen  97 in  PDF
form.  I  found  especially  impressive  the
haiku-like Summer Surprise and prescient
Exploration of Aeronwy Dafies, as well
as  Just  Thinking  (Wakes) by  Arthur  C.
Ford,  Sr.,  a  brief  poetic  sketch  of  an
experience common to all humanity.

Best Wishes,
David Edwards

Dear DJ,
I have now read  T’Supplement

82 in  full  and  utter  wholeness,  like  the
moon seen from every part of space. And
so my earthly paradise is enriched by its
multi-faceted  radiance.  Like  a  reflection
of  the  lunar  orb  in  rippling  water,  its
several  shining  pages  dazzle  with  the
slivers of their naked erudition. How can
anyone compete with such complexity of
mooning?

Paul  Murphy’s  incomparable
review of  She Stoops To Conquer seems
an  appropriate  kicking-off  place.  I’ve
often heard this play on the radio, so the
review of a stage production gave a new
perspective.  Paul’s  historical
contextualising also proved helpful, while
the  points  of  contrast  with  Shakespeare
popped a few fizzy thought bubbles round
my head.  Saint Joan is likewise familiar,
but  Paul’s  comments  on  Shaw’s
standpoint  gave  a  new  insight  into  his
(Shaw’s)  thinking.  Very  educational  is
T’Supplement – with Paul Murphy doing
most of the teaching.

And so to Painting With Light. (I
can’t  help thinking of  Tony Hancock in
The Publicity Photograph: “Swipe me, he
paints with light!”) What struck me most
was  the  contrast  between  the  laborious
struggle  for  technical  mastery  of  the
photograph  and  the  public’s  fascination
with  ‘realistic’ reproduction,  on  the  one
hand, and the ease of smartphone pictures
instantly shared on social  media,  on the
other.  ‘Realistic’  reproduction  of  ‘real
life’ is now taken totally for granted and
CGIs are continually upgrading to create
more  and  more  ‘realistic’  images  of
unreal  things.  Perhaps,  once  the  serious
art possibilities of computer imagery are
fully explored, it  will all  come together.
(“Swipe me, he paints with pixels!”)

Yours,  looking  at  the  world
through a huge Gaudian prism of aspro-
Caravaggian light,

Neil K. Henderson

https://www.amazon.co.uk/555-Vol-This-These-Limbs/dp/0996276874/


Reviews By John Francis Haines

Carboniferous
By Cardinal Cox

Codex Zothique
By Cardinal Cox

Starburker Publications c/o 58
Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 5RB, UK
Free for SAE (Overseas: $2)

The Carboniferous Period extended from
360-300 million years ago, and was the
first  geological  ‘age’ to  be  named,  in
1822.  The  planet  was  covered  in
vegetation at the time, often giant ferns,
there  was  a  lot  more  oxygen  in  the
atmosphere than now, and the fossilised
remains of the great forests formed our
coal  deposits.  It  was  the  discovery  of
fossils  by  miners  that  helped  kickstart
the  science  of  palaeontology  (“fossil
leaves brought into sight // Fallen from
strange trees”).

Cardinal  Cox  begins  this
pamphlet  in  the  Carboniferous  and
wonders if “perhaps time itself could be
rewound”, and, then, proceeds to do just
that with an alternative timeline in which
the 18th and 19th Celtic  revival  spreads
through  time  and  geography  with  its
rituals.

Then, halfway through, there is
a  gear-change,  and  the  problems  of
climate change leap to the fore, bringing
“War,  famine,  pestilence  and  plague”.
Soon, we are in a Ballardian “drowned
world”,  where  skyscrapers  poke  up
through  the  waters  and  you  can  “look
down into lost streets”. In an eerie echo
of  9/11,  “Two  towers  stand  over  dirty
waters.”

Gradually,  the  forests  re-
establish themselves , and, in an echo of
the original Carboniferous, which had a
minor ‘extinction event’ towards the end
of it, possibly linked to climate change.
Ent-like  post-men have  evolved:  “Here
in  these  dark  woods  our  replacement
lives”.  There  is  a  Merlin-like  wildman
and  a  boy  who  seems  to  be  another
Arthur. The boy tries, and fails, to stop
the  villagers  attacking  the  forest  with
burning torches, as they are afraid of the
wildman  and the  post-men.  It  seems a
second extinction event is  inevitable in
the new Carboniferous.

The  whole  pamphlet  is  given
added weight by the use of apparently-
learned  footnotes,  that  are  presented
deadpan  –  and,  in  this  age  of  ‘fake
news’,  it  is  most  disconcerting  to  read
these, as you assume the information to
be fictional, but how to check, without a
great deal of effort and research?

Carboniferous is a fascinating
collection  in  which  past,  present  and

future  are  intermingled  with  myth,  legend
and fiction, but with enough feet planted in
fact to make you wonder quite what you are
reading.

In  Codex Zothique,  Cardinal  Cox
presents an alternative history of Earth from
before  the  last  Ice  Age  right  up  into  the
distant  future.  We  travel  through  several
mythic  civilisations,  starting  with
Hyperborea,  where  “Young  Archaeopteryx
like  cold  in  their  nest”,  through  Mu  and
Lemuria to Atlantis (“Of cities  and palaces
sunk they sang a song”) to occult societies in
Europe  and  North  America,  until  mankind
finally  escapes  into  space  and  founds
societies out in the stars.

The  scope  and  vision  is  amazing.
Though these poems are supposedly inspired
by the work of Clark Ashton Smith,  I  also
detect  the influence of Olaf Stapledon. You
get a real sense of Man as just a player on a
vast stage, stretching back-and-forth in time
and across the galaxy.

Again, the poems are complemented
by footnotes that place them in the context of
the  fictional  timeline.  Just  when  you think
we have worked out the ‘official’ history of
Earth, here comes a report of a new, sunken
continent based on New Zealand having been
discovered…

Cardinal Cox’s pamphlets are never
less  than  entertaining,  often  thought-
provoking, as this one is.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Reviews By Neal Wilgus

Codex Zothique
By Cardinal Cox
as listed above

A new poetry  pamphlet  from Cardinal  Cox,
whose  Codex  series  often  incorporates
material  from  the  Cthulhu  Mythos.  This,
however, is not Mythos-centric  per se, but is
based on stories by Clark Ashton Smith, who
was an early Mythos contributor.

The  seven  poems  in  Codex
Zothique include  Hyperborea,  in  which
“Glaciers  grow  on  Voormithadrath’s
slopes / ...Slowly dies a civilisation’s hopes”.
In Guns of Averoigne, Smith’s short story The
Beast of Averoigne is retold. And, the human
exploration  of  new  worlds  is  chronicled  in
Caliphornia and Captain Volmar’s War. Other
poems include the stirring Last Galley out of
Lephera, a gloomy song called Xiccarph, and
the  final  poem  celebrating  the  passing  of
humankind, Zothique’s Deserts.

As always in his poetry pamphlets,
Cox adds a running commentary at the end
of each piece. These brief footnotes are part
of the fiction and make-up a framework within
which the poem co-exist. Don’t miss this one!

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

We need articles, news, reviews and
your letters of comment!

The Brazen Shark
By David Lee Summers
2016, Pb/digital, 265pp

Sky Warrior Books, PO Box 99,
Clinton, MT 59825, USA

www.skywarriorbooks.com

This is the third novel in the  Clockwork
Legion series, set in the steampunk world
of  the  1870s.  At  the  end of  the  second
book, Lightning Wolves (2014), reviewed
in  The Supplement 80,  two of the main
characters,  Ramon Morales  and Fatema
Karimi, are married after a long, involved
adventure  taking  place  in  the  American
Southwest and California. In  The Brazen
Shark,  Ramon and Fatema are on their
honeymoon in Hawaii and all is going well
for them after their harrowing adventures.
Of course, it can’t last…

In  this  alternate  world,  Russia
has  annexed  Alaska  and  invaded
Washington,  Oregon and California,  and
Fatema  and  Ramon  are  only  two  of  a
large cast of characters dealing with these
world events. In true steampunk fashion,
many  new  inventions  are  developed  to
fight-off  the  bad  guys,  so  don’t  be
surprised  that  such  things  as  steam-
powered  aircraft  and  submarines  play  a
role here, as well as all kinds of weaponry.

All  of  the  Clockwork  Legion
novels  involve  complicated  plots  and  a
host  of  major  and minor  characters  that
make  for  exciting  reading.  Many  of  the
earlier  characters  are  left  behind  in
America  in  The  Brazen  Shark,  but
Ramon and Fatema meet once again with
two  of  their  earlier  friends  –  Onofre
Cisneros, one time pirate and captain of
the Brazen Shark, and Masuda Hoshi, a
samurai who had moved to the American
Southwest,  but  returns  to  Japan to  help
his  newly-married  friends.  Many  new
characters are to be found as Ramon and
Fatema  tour  Japan  and  are  slowly
involved in a plot to generate war between
Russia and Japan.

One  other  character  plays  an
important role in  The Brazen Shark, but
this  one  is  not  human  or  even  an
inhabitant of the solar system. This is the
telepathic creature known as Legion, who
(or which) comes and goes, giving advice
to various earthlings and helping to keep
things on track. Legion, as it turns out, is a
fan of the Japanese verse-form known as
haiku  and,  from  time-to-time,  haiku
wisdom pops up.

You need not read all these titles
to  enjoy  any  single  one.  David  Lee
Summers  is  a  careful  writer,  who
manages to make each novel stand on its
own,  so,  if  you  start  with  The  Brazen
Shark, you’ll have no trouble following the
subplots and recognizing the characters.
You may know Summers as the editor of
several  anthologies  and  of  the  (now-
suspended)  SF/F/H  quarterly,  Tales  of
the  Talisman.  He  also  operates
telescopes  at  Kitt  Peak  National
Observatory in Arizona.

http://www.skywarriorbooks.com/


Let Your People…
By András Mezei

Translated from the Hungarian
& Edited by Thomas Ország-Land

András  Mezei  (1930-2008)  was  a  major
Jewish  Hungarian  poet.  He  survived  the
Holocaust as a child in the Budapest Ghetto
where  some  17,000  souls  perished  around
him from hunger,  disease and the fancy of
uniformed  bandits.  He  became  a  dominant
force  in  the  national  reconstruction  that
followed  the  collapse  of  Soviet
administration  in  Eastern  Europe  a  quarter
century  ago.  His  last  book in  English  was
Christmas  in  Auschwitz (Smokestack,
2010).

Let Your people perish, my Lord:
take pity upon Your own, I entreat You.
Let the basket of bulrushes sink.
Leave empty the tablets of stone.

Let the strings wither in the harps
hung high upon the willow tree.
Let longing song not lure them to suffering,
let them be swallowed by Babylon.

Let Your people die out, like the rest,
crushed down by the weight of other peoples,
let their lifeblood seep away --
Your restless people's restless blood.

Let Your people perish, to the last.
Take pity upon Your own, I entreat You.
As You have granted to other peoples:
let even their final seed be lost.

May the sea never part again.
May the heavens provide no manna.
May water not leap from the rocks
nor the guidance of law from above.

Let their blood flow with muddy waters.
Turn them into a plague of frogs.
Pull the survivors of Israel
deep beneath soft seething peatbogs.

Turn Your people into a hailstorm
ignorant of its mission and purpose.
Let it lay waste to its own dreams and
fail to pass through the Land of Goshen.

Turn Your people into darkness
rather than seat them in prominence
between the Almighty and the nations
marked for the role of the scapegoat.

For this people perceive the burning bush
even where human flesh is on fire:
have You accepted our hallelujahs,
my Lord, from the smokestacks of 
Auschwitz?

Do not stop the course of the sun,
like in Gibeon, but place the night
above Your people and bury Judah's
brilliant, mighty city of tents.

With the flame alight in the centre,
our sanctuary lamp thus burns through time:
like smoke from the oil-jar, our bitterness
inexhaustibly flows and rises.

You let six million burn in exchange
for only three lives in Babylon,
Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego:
those were your baits, whom You chose to rescue

unscathed in their coats and underclothes
from the fire that did not burn them –
but those three should have perished
deep in the flaming furnace

so that Your people might not have lived
ever since with the heat and stench of the fire,
so that Poland might not have become
the glowing throat of the furnace.

Empty. Empty. Empty. Empty.
In the impersonal silence of space
Your promises have flickered away
more intensely than miracles.

What did the world gain by Your driving
Your people into Nineveh
despite our stubborn inclination
drawing us on towards Tarshish?!

You have given us defeat and dispersal –
that alone should have been enough.
But You have also granted us yearning
for our ruined Jerusalem.

Had but the stone remained on the well
rather than that the wells of time
should tower above it: all those fleeting
too transparent, empty redemptions,

as Joseph led Egypt out of hunger...
Had but the stone remained on the well,
had but the man thrown into the well
remained alone in the bottom of the well.

You have granted us vision for solace
in the face of all torment – Had You
but smitten down Jacob with his ladder,
alone to the darkness of the stones...

Why did not Your pillar of fire
suddenly arise behind us? – Your people,
and Your word, would have expired
within it beneath your mountain.

You have granted us the scripture –
that alone should have been enough.
Had You but withheld the Sabbath
and given us just the bare firmament...

You have given us Jeremiah –
that alone should have been enough.
Had You but withheld the Lamentations,
Your stern and steep vast wall of stone...
 
Had You not granted us the Torah
in place of ruined Jerusalem,
its potent words instead of stones –
that alone should have been enough.

And You have given us Pontius Pilate –
that alone should have been enough.
Had You not also granted us Jesus,
and the forgiveness that never came...

Let Your people perish, my Lord:
take pity upon Your own, I entreat You.
Let the basket of bulrushes sink.
Leave empty the tablets of stone.

Let the strings wither in the harps
hung high upon the willow tree.
Let longing song not lure us to suffering,
let us be swallowed by Babylon.

Epilogue

Empty the wombs and keep them barren
Yourself, my Lord, if You can do that,
take back Your promise from Your people,
do not make our numbers mighty.

Jesus? – At times even a single
Jew is too much for a whole nation:
do not judge the peoples, my Lord,
according to the way they treat us.

And should You take pity upon us, my Lord,
which is Your prerogative,
lead with compassion the darkness of Egypt
out of Your cursed people.

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Reviews by Andrew Darlington

Confluence
By Ron Androla

(Busted Dharma Books, 2015)
www.busteddharma.com/books 

ISBN-13:978-0692554128. 184Pp

Don’t be alarmed, you’re inside a poem.
And yes, everything is a poem. All that’s
required is  the insight  and perception to
see  it.  Ron  Androla  is  an  original.  An
authentic voice. He’s old enough to know,
although we might be made of stars, we’re
subject to fleshy failures too. ‘Confluence’
is  the  act  or  process  of  merging.  Well,
maybe,  but  this  is  a  singular  no-
compromise voice.

In  Digging  For  Inspiration Ron
lists  Ray  Carver,  Bukowski,  translated
Rimbaud,  Jack,  Beats,  New  York
murderers,  dead  Russians,  dead  poets,
live  poets.  Which  sets  up  a  notoriously
unreliable  sat-nav  of  direction  points.  In
fact, his long grey thin ponytail is a rope to
nowhere,  and  everywhere.  Since  1980
he’s located in Erie, Pennsylvania.

We’ve  sporadically  intersected
since the mid-1970s when we appeared in
the  same  disreputable  Indie  small-press
journals, and zipping down the contents-
page, his is always the name you riff  to
first.

The  debut,  apparently,  was
Richard  Peabody’s  excellent  Gargoyle,
while  he  grafted  at  a  sewage treatment
plant in hometown Ellport. Seldom, if ever
since, do his thorn-and-blood word-pits let
you  down.  Ampersands  (&)  and
abbreviations  (yr)  spatter,  as  though  his
mind’s  chain-of-detonation races so fast,
fingers pecking at keys scramble to keep
up. You have to bleed, he says, to know
blood.

Poetry,  he  says,  reverses  our
mouths.  An unremembered poem wakes
him beneath black night sheets.  Another
poem bursts  dopamine into  bloodstream
on its  way to  cerebral  flashpoint,  to  nail
molecules to the rush of eternity. A place
where   atoms   bloom   and   (overleaf)



(from overleaf)
germinate,and  poems  are  biological
constructs that breathe by way of rhythm
and sound. 

Shrinking is  also  an  eerie  vid-
clip  on  ‘Belinda  Subraman’s  Gypsy  Art
Show’,  charting  the  metamorphosis
inflicted  by  aging,  some  body-places
imploding, others sagging, some hollow,
others  thickening  in  a  disturbingly
malleable  switch-trade.  The  brain  ticks
and  records  each  fleshy  betrayal.  Ron
says as how he’s always writing his first
poem and always writing his last  poem
and  always  writing  between  poems.
That’s what writers do, with every twitch
and  spasm  of  mortality.  And  while  the
world fails us, these poems rarely do.

Legends Of The Canyon
(2009, DVD)

Director: Jon Brewer. Narrator: Henry
Diltz. Disc Two: Extended interviews with
Stephen Stills, Van Dyke Parks, Graham

Nash, plus silent ‘Bootleg’ concert
footage, ‘Henry’s Acid Trip’. 110-minutes

Laurel  Canyon  is  a  eucalyptus  and
jasmine-scented  boulevard  set  deep  in
the  Hollywood  hills  running  from
Mulholland  Drive  down  to  Sunset
Boulevard. It’s also famous in Rock and
movie-star  iconography  as  a  bohemian
haunt  for  the  rich  and  creative,  close
enough to where the LA action is to be
found  –  ‘The  Troubadour’  and  ‘The
Whisky  A-Go-Go’,  but  with  a  hideaway
village ‘community of artists’ feel.

Made  up  of  what  Mama
Michelle  calls  ‘charming  rustic  homes’
with  ‘a  feeling  of  unity,  like  it  was  our
neighbourhood’.  Henry  Diltz,  a  big  guy
and  natural  raconteur,  was  a  touring
folknik  with  the  Modern  Folk  Quartet
(which  also  featured  future  Lovin’
Spoonful  Jerry  Yester),  but  come  long
hair and electricity – what Diltz calls ‘an
awakening,  a  growing  awareness’,  he
found  it  more  lucrative  using  a  $20
second-hand Japanese camera to record
the emerging counter-culture with which
he was involved.

While  snapping  some
psychedelic  wall-art  that  caught  his
fancy,  outside  a  Redondo  Beach  club,
Buffalo  Springfield  just  happened to  be
in-shot, the lightbulb moment came when
he  subsequently  sold  the  photo  for
$1000 to the ‘Teen Set’ music magazine.
He went on to shoot them all, from David
Blue and Micky Dolenz to James Taylor. 

This  is  his  version  of  the  tale,
rich with  clips  and interviews,  from the
Byrds through the Mamas & The Papas,
a  ‘very  complex  and  intimidating’  Joni
Mitchell, into Crosby Stills Nash & Young.
And  there’s  fascinating  stuff.  Nude
swimming parties at Peter Tork’s house
on Willow Glen, to all-night bacchanals at
Frank Zappa’s  home, with  Pamela Des
Barres and his GTO groupies.  Stephen
Stills  and  Van  Dyke  Parks  contradict
each other over who devised the name
Buffalo  Springfield.  Stills  and  Graham
Nash  contradict  about  where  they  first

harmonised  –  was  it  at  Joni’s  place  on
Lookout  Mountain  or  one  of  Mama  Cass’s
pot-fuelled  picnics  (she  became  the  tragic
‘Gertrude  Stein  of  Laurel  Canyon’)?  Joni’s
Ladies  Of  The  Canyon is  one  of  several
songs  portraying  this  seemingly  idyllic  time
and place, safe within its own hippy dream,
both egalitarian and elitist. 

Cocaine and Charles Manson ends
the idyll,  says Henry.  He should know.  The
up-switch  from marijuana and LSD to coke
kind-of adds the final punctuation to the era.
Diltz’s snapshots focus primarily on the pre-
Manson period that preceded the rise of the
Eagles,  before  it  blanded  out  into  the  epic
Hotel  California metaphor.  But  all  was  far
from innocence. There’s a bitter Dallas Taylor
telling how he was ousted from CSN&Y as a
sacrifice  to  appease  what  a  recalcitrant
Crosby calls their ‘young, egotistical, talented’
warring.  ‘One  person,  two  alone,  three
together, four each other’ indeed. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Public Announcement: Huff
An exercise in abstract grandiosity

It is with sincere, if insubstantial, regret that I,
the undersigned, must bring to the attention of
an  uncaring,  yet  nonetheless  obliquely
approachable  public,  a  set  of  circumstances
which  can  no  longer  be  deemed  supportable
(or, at the very least, only supportable by two –
or at the utmost, three – legs, pseudopodia, or
similar  appendages)  at  this  present  epoch,
terminus,  or  intermediary  juncture  in
evolutionary  development.  These
circumstances,  while  communicable  and
relevant,  are not such that one would wish to
publicly  broadcast  them. So,  suffice  it  to  say
that  I  am  making  it  known  that  they  exist,
without  going  into details  which are,  frankly,
nobody's business but my own.

Which  brings  me  back  to  my
announcement.  I,  the  undersigned,  having
given the matter due consideration, taking into
account all the arguments outlined above (and
even inventing a few new ones, just to test the
proposition to breaking point), have reached a
specific  conclusion.  It  now  behoves  me  to
intimate  to  the  world  at  large  that  I  shall  be
officially  entering  upon  a  full  huff,  weather
permitting,  from  Wednesday  next,  for  a
duration of no-less-than-three weeks.

Public  services  will  remain
unaffected, except for transport, haemorrhaging
and sewerage – which will be deemed  infra dig
throughout the huff. No food, drinks, computer
software or 'fancy goods' are to be brought into
the immediate vicinity of the huff while sulking
procedures  are  in  operation.  No unauthorised
notes  are  to  be  taken,  nor  is  any  of  the
paraphernalia  necessary  to  the  huff  to  be
removed from the vicinity of the in-huff centre
of  operations  at  any  time.  Sexual  conduct
should  be  engaged  upon  only  at  a  discreet
remove from the potentially hazardous core of
apathy  in  the  epi-huff.  (NO  photographs,
please.)

Those  to  whom  the  huff  is  directed
will  be  appropriately  notified  in  accordance

with  the  rank  or  stature  of  their
huffworthiness.  First  class  huffees  –
complete  so-and-so's,  absolute  rat-bags,
total  ne'er-do-wells  and  undesirable
busybodies – will be notified by a suitably
worded  announcement  in  the  press,  in
which no mention of the nature, reasons, or
existence of  the huff  shall  appear.  Second
class  huffees  –  fools,  buffoons,  geniuses,
boffins  and  shopkeepers  –  will  receive
knowing  glances,  followed  by  immediate
aversion  of  gaze,  from  a  contingent  of
conveniently  posted  mute  huff-bearers,
specially  selected  and  trained  for  total
inscrutability and unbribable stoicism. The
third class,  of inferior huffees – consisting
mainly  of  vague  nonentities,  minor  social
parasites,  debt  collectors,  tram  drivers,
emperors,  lepidopterists  and  flute  tuners  -
will not be directly informed at all, but will
be  required  to  make  daily  requests  for
information  on  the  precise  nature  of  their
relative  huff  status,  at  a  previously
appointed place: forming an orderly queue
from 9.30 am onwards, and from whence all
must  be  dispersed  without
acknowledgement by 5.30 prompt.

While  it  is  to  be  hoped  that
casualties may be kept to a minimum during
the course of the huff,  it  must be stressed
that no guarantee or undertaking of safety of
those caught up in the huff can be given. A
huff is always regrettable, and – in view of
the potentially horrific consequences – can
not be entered upon lightly. Nevertheless, I
believe that my huff is a righteous one, and
that those who fall victim to its effects must
be  regarded  as  unavoidably  expendable.
However,  to  spare  further  distress  to  the
relatives  and  friends  of  huffees,  none  of
them shall at any time be informed that they
– or anyone who knows them – are in any
way  connected  by  blood,  marriage  or
unfortunate  intimacy,  with  any  of  the
hitherto unnamed intended recipients of the
main thrust of the huff.

This  unilateral  declaration  of
umbrage  has  been  granted  a  clean
government  health  warning  and  two  non-
registrations for charitable organism status.
No  further  undertakings  can  now  be
sanctioned,  since  the  circumstances  for
refunding all or part of any capital outlay on
huff  protection or avoidance insurance are
now past their stated expiry date. This is no
more  than  is  to  be  expected,  and  no
correspondence can be entered into.

The  commencement  of  the  huff
will be immediately preceded by a period of
preparatory  spiritual  exercise  and
horticultural activity. During this stage, it is
proposed that I, or someone who looks very
much like me, shall in all probability cut the
grass,  snub  the  hedge  and  ostracise  the
herbaceous border. Hoping that this is to the
satisfaction of all those to whom otherwise
it  would either  not apply,  or at  least  have
some  sort  of  circumscribed  personal
relevance, I remain, as always, your humble
and devoted servant.

Signed: (Who wants to know?)



Reviews and Poetry by Paul Murphy

Alberto Giacometti
at the Tate Modern,  July 16th, 2017

Born  in  Italian  Switzerland  in  1901,
Alberto  Giacometti  was  the  son  of  a
significant  post-impressionist  artist  and
much of his early work was imitative of
his  father’s  style.   He  was  later
galvanised  to  move  to  Paris  in  1922
where he encountered the works of the
cubists  and  the  surrealists.   His  early
busts  are  conventional,  typical  works,
completely  classical  in  impulse.   He
liked  to  work  with  soft,  malleable
materials like clay or plaster rather than
in  bronze.   However,  he  eventually
found  the  financial  help  he  needed  to
transform his works into bronzes.   His
later style emerged gradually.

In  his  early  period  Giacometti
was equally a painter and a sculptor, his
busts were usually intimate portraits  of
close  friends  and  family  members.
Giacometti’s  engagement  with  the
surrealists is clearly reflected in his work
of the 20s and 30s in Paris when he also
became fascinated  with  the  creation of
mechanical  sculptures  composed  of
wood,  wire  and  metals  that  depict
puzzling  paradoxes  such  as  Caught
Hand (1932)  and  Hour  of  the  Traces
(1932).  In 1932 Giacometti’s first solo
exhibition  was  held  at  the  Pierre  Cole
gallery,  one  of  the  first  visitors  was
Pablo Picasso.

Caught Hand depicts a hand and
forearm trapped by a diabolical machine
that  has  no point  of  origin or  seeming
purpose.  In Hour of the Traces a heart is
suspended from a platform from which a
metallic  ladder  or  scaffold  points
upwards.   Conventional  symbols  are
upended  and  elemental,  mysterious
objects point to an empty, desolate sky
bereft  of  anything  and  certainly  not  a
reclining  sky  god  or  harping  cherubs.
Other  work  is  less  successful  as  it
struggles  to  free  itself  from  the
necessary influence of cubism.

As  always  at  the  Tate  Modern
the  true  subject  is  the  audience,  for
‘Giacometti’ is merely a cipher meaning
an assemblage  of  people  who have  an
investment in the artist.  Giacometti’s art
manages  to  forge  such  a  bond.   The
sequence of  trivial,  unconnected events
that unfold are also ground breaking and
omnipresent.

Giacometti’s  chronology
follows a typical trajectory.  Giacometti
cannot afford models so he discovers his
younger brother Diego (1902-1985) who
moves into Giacometti’s studio in Paris
then  acquires  one  himself  beside  his
brothers.   Giacometti’s  studio  was
situated  in  a  modest  district  in  Paris,

near the Gard Montparnesse.  Giacometti had
many haunts, the bars and night clubs of the
quarter.   His  wife  Annette  and  latterly  his
mistress Caroline also posed for him.

His  works  sometimes  resemble  the
works  of  Henry  Moore.   Indeed,  he  was
influenced by ancient sculpture just as Moore
was.   Like  other  Modernists  (Joyce,  Eliot)
Giacometti returned to Biblical or Classical
examples  to  shape  his  own  ambivalent
response  to  modernity.   The  presence  of
ancient Egyptian art  in Giacometti’s iconic,
informatic worldview is counter-balanced by
the violence and barbarism unfolding around
him.   By  1940  the  artist  was  in  Geneva,
visiting  his  mother,  when  the  Germans
occupied Paris.  When Giacometti attempted
to return his visa was revoked forcing him to
spend  the  war  years  living  in  a  hotel  in
Geneva.  Possibly he was fortunate since he
did  not  suffer  the  persecution  that  other
members of the Parisian avante garde were
exposed  to.   His  work  would  have  been
marginalised by the new regime.  Perhaps he
realised  this  would  be  the  outcome  of  his
move to Geneva.

After  the  war  years  Giacometti’s
style  began  to  crystallise.   After  his
escapades  with  cubists  and  surrealists,  his
encounter with modernism, his style began to
epitomise  his  personal  art  trajectory  and
place in the art factory.

Giacometti  is  defined  also  by  the
correspondence  he  received  from the  main
Surrealist  instigator,  Andre  Breton.   This
detailed  correspondence  is  bereft  of
Giacometti’s  letters  to  Breton.   Perhaps  he
never replied to Breton?  Giacometti is listed
in  catalogues  alongside  Max  Ernst,  Joan
Miro  and  Pablo  Picasso  but  he  was
simultaneously being featured in the world of
haute  couture.   Coco  Chanel  poses  in  her
new dress  design,  Bolero,  in  an  edition  of
Harper’s  Bazaar.   Behind her,  Giacometti’s
surreal  swans are  in  flight.   His  work  was
featured  in  Harper’s  Bazaar,  Vogue  among
other  commercial  outlets  important  to
Giacometti  in  the  1930s.   He  produced
lamps,  vases,  jewellery  and  bas  relief  in
collaboration  with  interior  designer  Jean-
Michel Frank.

A sculpture by Giacometti from the
1930s Woman with her Throat Cut points to
surrealism as a point of influence.  An alien
creature  writhes  in  its  death  throes,  at  the
same  time it  could  be  regarded  as  a  work
rejected  by  Dali’s  studio.   Spoon  Woman
(1927) is comprehensible as a form pointing
simultaneously towards a ceremonial  spoon
from the Dan culture of West Africa but also
to  cubism.   Transpositions,  re-imaginings
and  bizarre  conjunctions  passed  onto  him
from  the  surrealists  and  cubists  that  are
essentially derivative reflecting on this phase
of  Giacometti’s  art  when  he  had  outgrown
the  influence  of  his  father’s  post-
impressionist painting and was struggling to
find   a   voice.    The   haunted   figures    >

A Flower Is In Danger
After Alberto Giacometti

Walkers walk into the sun.
A sky depleted
of harping cherubs
Is red, snarling and empty.

The sky conceives and bursts.
Modernity falls upon the ground
Writhing in pain, teeth biting away
A bleeding umbilical.  The sun smiles.

Creatures both familiar and strange
Inherit a landscape carved, adorned
With their frightened gaze.
Where is the past, why is it here?

In the beatific eyes hollowed
In fantasy sculpture, a woman rolls
By in her plaster chariot.
Nubile disciples are flustered.

 Albert Giacometti in his studio
Struggles to comprehend the two ts
One c and solitary m.  He’s
Twisted, gnarled on the floor.

Pink anemones squeezed into a box
Al is up and running into time.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

reminiscent of the survivors of Auschwitz
or  Nagasaki,  ghosts  that  somehow
materialise  in  the  mind  of  the  artist,
premonitions of horrors and symptomatic
of  the  perceived  decaying  sense  of
spirituality that confounded the post-war
world.

Giacometti was also working on
a series of remarkable portraits after the
war,  of  family  and  friends,  but  also  of
considerable  yet  controversial  figures
such as Jean Genet.  He was called upon
to  work  on  a  set  design  for  Samuel
Beckett’s  play  Waiting  for  Godot  but
neither Beckett nor Giacometti could find
any worth in the tree that he designed for
the set  and  it  was  eventually  discarded.
Two minimalists attempting to change a
light bulb without a sense of the scope of
electricity.

Giacometti’s  portraits  and
sculptures  are  intensely  conceived.   For
Giacometti,  the  eyes  are  the  window to
the  soul.   Each  portrait  is  squeezed
painfully  into  a  tiny  area,  the  artist’s
intensity  is  immediately  loosened  then
dissipated into its context.  Little is said
about  Giacometti’s  political  associations
in the exhibition yet his relationship with
the Surrealists points to an obvious point
of  political  disembarkation  and  an
orientation  towards  Freudianism  too.
After  the  war,  he  gravitated  towards  an
existentialist  awareness  compounded  by
the wider crisis unfolding around him and



minimalism too.  When Giacometti left
Switzerland at the end of the war all the
art  he  had  conceived  in  Geneva  could
have been fitted into three match boxes.
But art does not have to be monumental
in scale or  grandiose to  be art  and the
obvious example of  the large scale yet
superficial  and  tedious  aesthetic  of
Social Realism.  Neither did he gravitate
towards the Communist camp as Picasso
eventually did.  

Giacometti  suffered  from
bronchitis and died in 1966 just before a
planned trip to London, where his work
was to be promoted at the Tate gallery.
His presence is still  palpable and he is
said  to  influence  audiences  and  artists
everywhere.

The Encounter: Drawings
From Leonardo To Rembrandt

at The National Portrait Gallery
London, July 23rd, 2017

Art  production  suddenly  changed  in
Renaissance  Europe  as  paper  became
more readily available.  This was due to
the dissolution of antiquated monopolies
established during the medieval period.
In  Italy  the  reproduction  of  stale,
formulaic  religious  works gave  way to
the study of nature and the human form. 

Before the Renaissance artists
were  expected  to  reproduce  Biblical
scenes,  repressing  their  own  creative
natures  at  the  behest  of  their  church
patrons.   Specific  formulas  had  been
established with rigid rules designed to
inhibit the artist whose individuality was
rigorously stamped out.  Artists did not
even  sign  their  works,  the  idea  of  an
artist  creating  a  recognisable  body  of
work  was  unknown.   Furthermore,
religious  art  only  celebrated  types
belonging to different feudal classes who
were unindividuated.  Even Leonardo da
Vinci  and  Michelangelo  were  prone  to
produce stereotypical biblical scenes but
not  without  subtly  recasting  them with
their  own supposedly heretical  notions.
Leonardo’s  preoccupation  with  a
secondary  biblical  personage,  John  the
Baptist,  for instance, or Michelangelo’s
inclusion of the Roman sibyls alongside
the biblical prophets in his fresco on the
roof  of  the  Sistine  chapel.   Such
idiosyncratic,  personal  work  was  now
being tolerated as artists began to shape
society and the church too.

The advent of a ready supply
of  paper  for  artists  invigorated  the
creative  norms  that  we  have  come  to
accept,  these  changes  were  also
connected to the Reformation that began
to  sweep  through  Europe  after  the
upheaval  of  the  Renaissance.
Humanism  and  its  advocates  had
triumphed  except  for  the  Counter-

Reformation  which  had  begun  a  counter-
attack  which  would  sink  Europe  into
continual religious conflict.  

The  Encounter presents
workshopped  portraits  that  somehow
survived since many of these sketches were
viewed  as  valueless  and  discarded  at  the
time.  They represent an artist’s sketchbook
rather than finished works but this idea of an
artist  drawing  from  life  and  possessing  a
sketchbook was also entirely novel.  Typical
media  were  red,  black  and  white  chalk,
silverpoint  inscribing tools,  gum Arabic for
improving  the  intensity  and  lustre  of  the
paint and adhesion of the different media and
red  and  green  pigments.   Paper  had  to  be
prepared for silverpoint by painting prepared
pigments  onto  paper.   Quills  cut  from  a
goose were also popular. 

Studies  of  Character  Heads by
Hans  Holbein  the  Elder  from  Augsburg,
Germany are from a model book that would
have  been  the  basis  of  a  stereotypical
representation  of  the  Passion  of  Christ
(c1500-15).  The work is strikingly unsubtle
for the individuals depicted were meant to be
types  rather  than  differentiated  individuals.
The  work  is  still  sublime.   Contrastingly,
Rembrandt’s Figure Studies (c1636) bear the
imprint of an artist motivated by commerce
rather than religious patronage.  His work is
intimately  secular  and  original,  miniature
portraits  conceived  in  seconds.  By
Rembrandt’s  time  commercial  projects  had
replaced the adornment of churches for the
Reformation  had  maintained  that  churches
should be plain and austere thus separating
religion from art in a way that foreshadowed
later developments.  By the 19th century art
had established itself in relation to the critics
and opponents of Christianity who had begun
to question the church and the many miseries
it  had  created  and  thus  the  work  of  the
Reformation began to be fulfilled and went
in surprising directions.  Since only one work
by  Rembrandt  and  one  by  Leonardo  is
included  the  exhibition’s  title  is  a  bit
spurious.   However,  those  names  will
definitely  draw  crowds  who  may  also  be
overwhelmed  by  the  work  of  relatively
unknown artists.

Albrecht  Durer’s  (1471-1528)
Hierin  sind  begriffen  vier  Bucher  von
menschliche  Proportion are  quasi  scientific
studies  of  human  proportion  inspired  by
Leonardo  da  Vinci’s  Vitruvian  principles
whose work Durer had observed during his
travels in Italy.  Leonardo’s Study of a Nude
Man (c1504-06)  is  an  adumbration  of  a
figure from his work Battle of Anghieri and
exemplifies  the  proportions  and  gradations
explicable  because  of  his  observations  of
corpses and their dissection.  This meeting of
scientific  curiosity  and  art  was  Leonardo’s
signature achievement.  

The  workshop  of  the  Carracci
brothers,  Ludovico  (1555-1619),  Agostino
(1557-1602)  and  Annibale  (1560-1609)  is

also presented to demonstrate the stylistic
unity of a certain workshop.  Their Study
of  a  Young  Man from  the  mid-1580s
demonstrates their handling of red chalk
and the sfumato effects offering a smoky,
intense atmosphere.   The young man in
the  portrait  is  clearly  deformed,
pinpointing  their  determination  to  find
new subject matter for their art as well as
extending  the  limits  of  technique.  They
employ expressive use of light and shade
as in  Young Boy Wearing a Round Cap
attributed  to  Annibale  Carracci  and
Annibale’s  work  Giulio  Pedrizzano
(1589-1630),  the  Lutenist  Mascheroni,
exemplifies speed in the handling of the
pen whereas other areas, such as the eyes,
are more heavily worked.   

Hans  Holbein  the  Youngers
(1497/8-1543)  work  for  Henry  VIII  is
presented in some sense, as the epitomy
of  the  drawing  that  is  simultaneously  a
work of art.  His work Woman Wearing a
White Headdress (c1532-43) is a detailed,
frank  engagement  with a  young woman
whose eyes are completed in a variety of
media  contrasting  with  the  rest  of  her
figure.  Man Wearing a Black Cap (1535)
contrasts  an  exceptionally  detailed  and
fine  head  with  the  loose  yet  accurate
depiction  of  his  gown  in  liquid,  black
media.  Man Wearing a Cap possibly Sir
Ralph Sadler (1507-1587),  completed in
1535, is plaintive as the young man’s pale
blue eyes gaze out of the portrait.  We feel
that we keenly understand this young man
even if his portrait is merely a series of
pen strokes.   The artist  has managed to
summon  his  soul  and  depict  it  in  the
sketch.

The  Encounter is  an
exhibition  that  tantalises  the  viewer,  its
miniature  proportions  imply  a  wholly
complete  series  of  souls  that  are  really
portraits that attest to their simplicity and
humanity.  The sitters may be rude, rough
people yet  they become living artworks,
somehow communicating their pains and
joys to us over the centuries.

I Need Antonino Urgently.
Thank You.

Eyes hang like gallows denuded of
apostrophe,

Mundane shirt, flaming skin set with eyelids.
Staccato chin, beard numbered in nines
Illness dappled cheeks, chin concave.

Light flooding left side, right in blue.
Says “Antonino I need you urgently.”
Face stutters, eyes slack, considers the points
Of life then serves a coffee dull as dishwater.

Antonino is urgently needed.  The clock falls 
Into minus, the silver shape of star ships
Edge towards Alpha Centauri, to a new home
Beyond Pluto’s frozen wastes.  The phone

rings.



Queer British Art 1861-1967
at the Tate Britain

The  title  of  this  exhibition  sets  out  a
definite  temporal  limit  which  does  not
stretch  to  the  present  day  but  stops  at
1967.  The publication of the Wolfenden
Report  in  1957  paved  the  way  for
legalisation.   It  concluded  that
homosexuality  was  not  a  disease  or  an
illness and the committee  commissioned
to  produce  it  almost  unanimously
recommended  legalisation.   The  report
was  a  response  to  various  sensational
legal cases of the era which included the
conviction  of  the  scientist  Alan  Turing
and Lord Montagu of Beaulieu.  Thus, an
era of semi-legality for homo-erotic acts
is defined which also corresponds to the
zenith  and  then  fading  strength  of  the
British Empire.

This is no coincidence since the
two are intimately connected.  In 1861 the
death penalty for sodomy was abolished.
Britain therefore left the medieval world
behind.   The  year  1861  also  coincided
with new movements like Marxism which
had  begun  to  influence  major  political
events  such  as  the  revolutions  of  1848,
the so-called Spring of Peoples.  Not only
was Marx active in London, since he had
been expelled from the continent for his
work during the revolution, but Frederic
Nietzsche had begun to outline a radical
critique of Christianity based on the new
evolutionary  ideas  of  Charles  Darwin.
Inventions like the machine gun, barbed
wire and the rise of steam power in the
form of  trains  and  ships  meant  that  the
world of 1861 now resembled the world
of globalised commodity capitalism.

The  exhibition  considers  early
pioneers  like  Simeon  Solomon  (1840-
1905),  a  Jewish  artist  whose ambiguous
works attracted sustained criticism, even
though  other  even  more  controversial
work of the era was lightly criticised and
even ignored.  In 1873, he was gaoled for
buggery and died in penury in the work
house.

Frederic  Leighton  (1830-1896)
was  a  member  of  the  Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood whose works feature naked,
nubile young men and attracted criticism
from  predictable  quarters.   An  era
defining  work  of  literature  was  Walter
Pater’s (1834-1894) Studies in the History
of the Renaissance (1873) which came to
an aesthetic conclusion endorsing art for
art’s  sake.   The work  was  perceived by
the  public  to  be  anti-religious  and
hedonistic  but  it  became  Oscar  Wilde’s
bible.

Two  infamous  trials  began  to
impinge on Victorian  and post-Victorian
attitudes  and  were  clearly  landmarks
towards legalisation.

The  first  was  that  in  1895  of  Oscar
Wilde, the second the trial of Radcliffe Hall’s
novel  The  Well  of  Loneliness (1928)  for
supposed obscenity.  The exhibition includes a
full-length  portrait  of  Wilde  aged  27,  at  the
very  beginning of  his  rise  to  fame and then
notoriety  but  also  Wilde’s  yellow  cell  door
from  Reading  Gaol  replete  with  numerous
bolts and locks, a potent symbol of repression
and moral hypocrisy.

There are salacious,  risqué works by
another  member  of  Wilde’s  circle,  Aubrey
Beardsley  (1872-1898),  his  drawings  and
designs for the plays  Lysistratus (1896) and
Wilde’s work  Salome (1890s).  Even though
Beardsley  does  not  seem to  have  taken  any
interest in homo-erotic acts he still lost his job
as  editor  of  the  fin  de  siecle  journal  The
Yellow Book, convicted in a kangaroo court of
guilt by association.

The  exhibition  also  details  the
influence of the German psychiatrist Richard
von Krafft-Ebing who had begun to  classify
gender and sexual practises in relation to the
neuroses, work that had also been implicated
in  Freud’s  identification  of  the  Oedipus
Complex  as  the  root  of  the  neuroses  and  a
determinant  in  the  growth  of  the  individual.
Sexuality was therefore defined in relation to
the taboos but also the legal status of supposed
sex crimes.

The  ensuing  period  after  WW1  is
defined  by  the  exhibition  in  terms  of  the
Bloomsbury  set  which  included  authors  like
Virginia  Woolf who pursued lives  of  private
Bohemian  enjoyment.   Her  novel  Orlando
depicts  a  person  changing  genders  but  this
complex  novel  was  never  prosecuted  or
banned  and  passed  unnoticed  beneath  the
censor’s  gaze.   The  work  of  Duncan  Grant
(1885-1978)  who  produced  works  such  as
Bathing  (1911)  for  private  enjoyment  not
public display, is also featured.

These  works  display  technical
innovation,  interestingly,  such  as  Grant’s
Bathers by the Pond (1920-1) which displays
the  artist’s  use  of  the  pointillist  techniques
pioneered  by Georges  Seurat  in  Paris  in  the
late 19th century.  Popular culture had begun
to impinge on the public’s consciousness too
but  also  sometimes  included  queer
perspectives.  Songs like Noel Coward’s Mad
about  the  Boy (1932)  which  has  been
subsequently  covered  by  many  female
recording  artists  and  Masculine  Women  and
Feminine  Men (1925)  sung by Gwen Farrar
and Ricky Mayerl.

Included  in  the  exhibition  is  Noel
Coward’s  dressing  gown,  a  big  scarlet
dressing  gown  with  the  monogram  NC
embroidered  on  the  right  pocket.   Like  the
yellow door of Oscar Wilde’s cell, the dressing
gown is symbolic of the attitudes of the era for
the  sexuality  of  stars  like  Coward  had  now
become  an  open  secret.   Everyone  knew
(although as Coward himself  admitted, there
may be one or two old ladies in Worthing who
don’t…) but no-one admitted they did.

There  is  also  a  portrait  of  PC Harry
Daly (1930) by Duncan Grant.  Daly happened

to be the lover of author E.M. Forster.  The
relationship  was  only  acceptable  because
of  Forster’s  connections  with  the  upper-
class  world  of  Oxbridge  and  publishing
too.  Had Forster been an ordinary working
man there would have been no question of
such  a  relationship  existing  but  this
underlines  the  increasingly  apparent
hypocrisy  and  double  standards  that
eventually resulted in legalisation.  Oddly
enough the exhibition makes no comment
on  those  class  dimensions.   Most  of  the
individuals  discussed  had  two  things  in
common:  They were middle class and they
were often in trouble with the law because
of their desires.  

There are also works by American
artist  Edward  Burra  (1905-1976)  which
includes Izzy Orts  (1937), a depiction of a
dance hall in Boston’s docks, and Soldiers
at Rye (1941).  A group of soldiers gather
clad in Venetian masks, once the favoured
gear  of  prostitutes  and  courtesans.   The
soldiers  resemble  birds,  the  atmosphere
presented  is  simultaneously  disconcerting
and powerful.

The exhibition  takes us  up to  the
1950s  and  1960s  when  calls  for
legalisation were often heard in relation to
supposedly  infamous  trials  and  the  law
became to be regarded as a blackmailer’s
charter.  London was a magnet for artists in
the 1950s and 60s.  Soho was the centre,
described by Francis Bacon as “the sexual
gymnasium of the  city.”   The playwright
Joe  Orton  (1933-1967)  and  Kenneth
Halliwell (1926-1967) were living together
but  prudently  slept  separately  in  single
beds.

They  also  transgressed  norms  by
purloining  books  from  local  libraries
around Islington and doctoring their covers
in  various  humorous  ways,  undermining
the  often  salacious,  titillating  or  even
ridiculous content.  For this they received
the  absurdly  harsh  prison  sentences  of  6
months  each.   Orton  profited  from  the
experience for some reason but Halliwell
declined into alcoholism before killing his
lover and himself.  This tragic conclusion
to  their  lives  must  be  mitigated  by  the
joyfulness  of  their  interventions.   The
exhibition  includes  the  collaged  book
covers they created and works by Francis
Bacon and David Hockney (b 1937).

The  exhibition  veers  between
social  history,  a  history  in  1000  objects,
fine art, scandal and popular culture.  As a
result,  works  of  profound  seriousness
become bathed in a mellow light of kitschy
affectation.

Perhaps it is because their creators
never supposed that we would guess their
true  intentions.   Perhaps  they  could  not
even see the connection between the work
and  their  own  desires.   For  whatever
reason, this is an exhibition that is almost
compulsory to understand the human spirit.
It  indicates  a  rich  seam of  British  social
history that is rarely discussed openly.



Review by DJ Tyrer

Bard?
By John O’Malley

£10, 77pp, ISBN 978-910855-32-4
Lapwing Publications, c/o 1, Ballysillan

Drive, Belfast, BT14 8HQ, UK

If you’ve been reading  Awen or  Bard,
you’re  likely  familiar  with  this
wonderful Irish poet’s work. If not, you
really  should  become  so.  As  the
backcover  blurb  puts  it,  he  has  an
“idiosyncratic  style”  that  “satirically
pokes society’s status quo in the ribs.”

My particular favourites in this
volume  include  Arbour  Day (“Tree
talking to tree / Buses won’t run today /
Top  men  calling  for  men  /  To  act  as
bosses”) and As In A Dream (“Coax the
poem  on  the  page  /  Start  almost
anywhere – especially / In the growing
up stages which never / Quite leaves us
Welfare State my eye”).  There are also
some  poems  in  Gaelic  rather  than
English,  if  you  wish  to  sample
something a bit different.

A must-read  for  every  fan  of
O’Malley’s poetry. Recommended.

Lone Stars #85
February 2017, $7/each, $20/Three

issues
PayPal: lonestarsmagazine@yahoo.com

Postal: Milo Rosebud, editor, 4219
Flinthill Dr., San Antonio, Texas 78230,

USA

Lone Stars is a 29-page foolscap poetry
publication.  This  issue  contains  contest
winning poems and general submissions,
with a real mix of styles.

I  particularly  liked  the  poems
Dear Diary by Lynne Zotalis (“I  don’t
want to / be a part / of your life, / I want
to  /  BE /  your  life.”),  Standing  in  the
Long  Hallway  by  Howard  Brown
(“Standing  in  the  failing  light  /  of  the
long hallway / I heard the Devil / call my
name”),  Songbook  contest  winner
Sorcery (“Remember me in the heather /
feel  me  in  the  thorn.  /  Remember  I
would  bless  this  ground  /  before  the
gods  were  born.”),  and  Dragon  in my
….………..……….…..……….………..

Advert

From Time-Buried Years
By David Norris-Kay (Dave Austin)

83  pages  of  poetry  with  some  poems
illustrated with photos.

Only  £10.50  (inc.  P&P,  payable  to  Mr  D.
Austin)  from Dave Austin,  11  Hallam Rock,
Norwood Road, Sheffield, S5 7BE

Teacup  by  Larry  Granger  (“One  doesn’t
often stare / into a cup of coffee / Nothing
stares  back.  /  Not  true with a  cup of  tea.).
There are also a couple of poems by the ever-
excellent  Atlantean-regular,  Jane  Stuart.

A great selection of poetry. Highly
recommended.

The Journal #48 (#58)
UK: £4 (each), £11/Three issues
Cheques payable to Sam Smith

Or pay via http://thesamesmith.webs.com/
Postal: Sam Smith, 38 Pwllcarn Terrace,
Blaengarw, Bridgend, CF32 8AS, UK

Another  excellent  poetry  ’zine,  this  issue
includes translations of two Rimbaud poems
and the Havamal (very interesting!), as well
as plenty of reviews. Of the original poems,
my  favourites  In  The  Real  World by  KV
Skene (“a  whole  day  lies  huddled  on  your
doorstep”),  Posing  As  Ophelia by  Kitty
Coles  (“This  water’s  getting  tepid  and  my
skin /  begins to wither,  ridging itself up.”),
and  Small  Ships by  Ian  Mullins  (“High as
giant redwoods, as thin / as dead cats’ bones,
but those masts / are just toothpicks now that
the race is on;”).

An  excellent  and  varied  read.
Highly recommended.

Worlds of Wells
By Cardinal Cox

Starburker Publications c/o 58 Pennington,
Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 5RB, UK

Free for SAE (Overseas: $2)

Another of Cox’s marvellous pamphlets, this
one  inspired  by  the  writings  of  HG Wells.
Eschewing  the  obvious,  The  War  of  the
Worlds  is  barely  touched  upon  (more  so
through quasi-companion  tales  The Crystal
Egg and The Star, which Cox speculates are
actually in a parallel timeline to the novel),
with  poems  on  such  stories  as  The  Moth
(“The small creature flutters about my room /
Spotted  it  first  from  corner  of  my  eye  /
Silently emerging from twilight’s gloom”).

A  great  little  collection,  whether
you’re knowledgeable about Wells’ fiction or
not. Highly recommended.

Over The Shoulder
An Anthology of Short Stories

by Neath Writers’ Group
£5.75 (inc. P&P) payable to P. Knight from

Phil Knight, 12 Cook-Rees Avenue, Hillside,
Neath, West Glam., SA 11 1UN

Over The Shoulder collects 24 short stories
and  pieces  of  creative  writing,  a  few
illustrated with photos. I particularly enjoyed
Phil Knight’s dark twist-in-the-tale story The
Workman and,  another  with  a  twist,  the
humorous  Leisure,  which  explains  the true
….…….…..…..…..…..…..…….…….……..
The Supplement will return in November.

 origin of the word.
It’s  a  variable  sample  and  you

probably won’t find every piece to your
taste (such is the nature of variety),  but
it’s well worth a look. Recommended.

Crimes To Come
By John Light

82pp, booklet, ISBN 978-1-897968-50-5,
£3 (UK) / $12 (overseas)

Enigma of the Chimera
By John Light

74pp, booklet, ISBN 978-1-897968-39-0
£3.50 (UK) / $12 (overseas)

http://www.photonpress.co.uk/
Cheques payable to John Light
Photon Press, 37 The Meadows,

Berwick-upon-Tweed, Northumberland,
TD15 1NY, UK

Crimes  To Come is  a  collection of  SF
mysteries.  The  first,  The  Infinity  Line,
features  Tec  Sam  Denson  from  Light’s
novel  Death  on  Dorado and  was
originally  published  in  Monomyth,  so
you know I  like  it!  My other  favourite
was Hayfever, in which the WHO decide
to rid the world of plants!

A decent  collection  if  you  like
SF mysteries. Recommended.

Enigma  of  the  Chimera is  a
Hugo Lacklan novel. (The anthologies of
enigmatic  short  stories  have  been
reviewed in issues 55, 68 and 81, and a
couple  of  the  tales  have  appeared  in
Monomyth.) I’m a definite fan of Hugo
Lacklan  and,  if  you  enjoy  unusual
mysteries,  you will be,  too. It’s good to
see Hugo get a full-length adventure as he
attempts  to  unravel  the  truth  of  an
apparent  confession  in  the  journal  of  a
minor artist. Highly recommended.
.…….…..………….……………………..

Poof!
By Neal Wilgus

The ghost of Bukowski
sat on my left shoulder
and whispered in my right ear,
saying, I don’t have much
time
so listen carefully.
The Sinister Powers
know that the best way
to destroy a young mind
is to write poetry
of the most boring kind.
It helps if you teach a class –
even better: become
a literary critic.
That’ll put ’em to sleep.

I will disconstruct
in a nanosecond.

Yeah, maybe,
but I don’t believe
in ghosts.

http://thesamesmith.webs.com/

